Public reporting burden for the collection of information is estimated to average 1 hour per response, including the time for reviewing instructions, searching existing data sources, gathering and maintaining the data needed, and completing and reviewing the collection of information. Depending on the rate of pheromone decay and the inuence of distant pheromone levels, multiple UAS seem to suciently cover a large area without any input beyond a global rule set.
enjoyed the warmth of a late spring sun, a pleasant easterly breeze, and the company of my children, as we passed the afternoon wetting a line. Like all previous shing trips, the patience of my youngest was
proportional to the frequency of the bite, and, although the weather was excellent, the sh were less than cooperative. Accordingly, he reeled in his line and decided to climb a small tree directly behind us. That's when I heard it -the guttural, animalistic scream that every parent dreads. My son was hurt.
As I simultaneously sprang up and swiveled my head 2 Background
Problem Description
While the concept of swarming is well known in nature and has been extensively researched, the dawn of the information age has only recently made such tactics possible for humans (Arquilla & Ronfeldt, 2000) . Specically, in their excellent RAND study ti- (Shachtman, 2009) .
1 In order to meet this surging demand, the number of UASs has increased from 167 unmanned planes to 5,331 in the past ve years," [and] it's still not enough; . . . [d] emand for video is more than four times the supply (Shachtman, 2008 ).
1 Does not include man-portable systems (e.g., the Raven). long, has a 16.5 wing span, and weighs only 1 pound (Department of Defense, 2009, pg. 68 ). Yet despite its diminutive size, the BATMAV is equipped with an internal Global Positioning System / Inertial Navigation System, autopilot and two on-board cameras, and it can y at roughly 40 mph for 45 minutes out to a range of 5 km (Ibid). While this is nothing short of astonishing, future systems could y transonically for 1,000 kilometers or endure for tens of hours (Abatti, 2005, pg. 18-19) .
Clearly, the age of the many and the small is dawning for UAS, carrying with it not only tactical opportunities but also dilemmas, not the least of which will be a shortage of operators. Specically, current UASs, to include the BATMAV, require at least one operator per system and larger platforms typically require a team. If, however, the supply of UAS continues to grow in the face of increasing demand, multiple UAS will have to be controlled by a single operator.
With the emerging n:1 UAS to operator issue on the horizon, it is not surprising that the second goal of 
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Depending on the rate of pheromone decay and the inuence of distant pheromone levels, multiple UAS seem to suciently cover a large area without any input beyond a global rule set.
SASC behaviors were tested via federated simulation, and its performance is comparable to preprogrammed routing without the overhead.
With this in mind, this year's objective was to advance the eorts of DSE-R-0808 through improved rule sets in order to achieve better results using doctrinal mission sets employing semi-autonomous, selforganizing UAS in dynamic environments. Accordingly, the principal research tasks were as follows:
Develop improved rule sets for controlling swarming behavior.
Develop a modeling and simulation test bed for swarming, small UASs in order to test the differential aspects of system components.
Evaluate various UAS parameters to see how efcient/eective a swarm would be given a set of hardware (software) and recommend hardware (software) solutions.
Literature Review
Controlling a swarm of UASs via digital pheromones is not new, and it is currently being pursued by multiple agencies. (Dasgupta, 2008) .
In addition to pheromones, Bae explores a chaosbased approach in Target Searching Method in the Chaotic UAV, where UAS movement is simulated using Arnold's Equation (which models the behavior of noncompressive perfect uids) and Chua's Equation (which models a simple electrical circuit) (Bae, 2004 While the previous work of MAJ Ed Teague focused on pheromones and utilized a global memory map, the symmetric random walk does not utilize pheromones at all. As seen in Figure 4 , at any time t, a UAS located at (x, y) randomly selects the next grid square to search from its set of 8 adjacent neighbors (or local neighborhood) with equal probability.
In the event the UAS is located on the boundary of the AO, it simply drops any out-of-bounds grid squares from the set and redistributes the probability proportionally.
x-1, y+1 x, y+1 x+1, y+1
x-1, y x, y x+1, y
x-1, y-1 x, y-1 x+1, y-1 Mathematically, at any time t, the weight of a given grid square (x, y) is given by w x ,y (t) = p x ,y (t), where p x ,y (t) represents the pheromone level in (x, y). At t = 0, p x ,y (t) = 0 ∀x, y, and each UAS within the AO searches its current grid square. At this point, exponential decay begins according to the relation p x ,y (t) = γ x,y e −λ(t−tx,y) where λ is a positive, homogeneous decay constant, t x ,y is the last time a UAS searched (x, y), and γ x ,y is a binary parameter which equals 1 once (x, y) has been searched for the rst time and 0 otherwise. In order to select the next grid square to search, a UAS located in (x, y) will examine the weights of the grid squares comprising its local neighborhood. Following examination, the UAS will search the neighboring grid square with the lowest weight, and ties are broken arbitrarily.
Controller #3 -Deterministic Local Neighborhood Search with Quadrant Averaging
In essence, quadrant averaging modies the deterministic local neighborhood search algorithm to account for recent, global visitations, driving UASs to search the neighboring grid squares which (a) have not been visited recently and (b) lie in quadrants which have relatively large, recent average intervisitation times. Mathematically, at any time t, w x ,y (t) = p x ,y (t) × Q k (t), where p x ,y (t) is dened as above and Q k (t) represents the average pheromone concentration in quadrant k = 1 . . . 4. As seen in Figure 5 on the following page, the quadrants are dened with respect to a UAS's current location (x, y), yielding the above equations for Q k (t). As with Controller #2, the UAS will then evaluate the weights of the grid squares in its local neighborhood, and subsequently search the neighboring grid square with the lowest weight.
Controllers #4, 5, 6, and 7 -Mixture Models Simply put, these algorithms randomly direct a UAS to use one of the rst three controllers according to the probability mass function given below:
For example, at any time t, there is p 2 probability that a given UAS will use Controller #2 to select its next grid square. In this way, Controllers #4 -#7 utilize Controllers #1 -#3 in proportion to the mixing parameters specied in Figure 6 below: Controllers #8 and 9 -Controllers #2 and 3 with Roulette Selection
Controller Number
Functionally, Controllers #8 and #9 are very similar to #2 and #3, respectively. In fact, the calculation of pheromone levels, exponential decay, and quadrant averaging are identical. However, after a UAS calculates the weights for its local neighborhood, it no longer automatically selects the adjacent grid square with the lowest weight it merely prefers them through the application of roulette selection. Heuristically, roulette selection generates a
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Initial Visitation Times
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Maximum Intervisitation Times
While the initial visitation times seem quite acceptable, the maximum intervisitation times are worrisome.
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Average Intervisitation Times
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UAV Trajectories in Space and Time
In order to test the decreasing entropy hypothesis, we plotted the trajectories of the UAS in space and time.
Seen Figure 12 below, the horizontal plane represents the AO, and the vertical dimension is time. Within this volume each of the erratic, multicolored lines represents the location of a UAS. In this way, Figure 12 provides a snapshot of the swarm's historical contrails over the rst 1000 units of simulated time. When viewed from the side (the top panel) or from the top (the bottom panel) the swarm's behavior appears Brownian, and it lls the volume. In other words, there is no apparent order; it appears to be operating as intended.
When we advance the simulation clock to 22700 and plot the swarm's contrails for the subsequent 1000 time units, a much dierent picture emerges. Seen in Figure 13 , the volume is not lled, and the coverage appears sparse. In fact, the swarm appears to have actually lost UAS, as many of the colorful lines from From an operational standpoint, the swarm should limit the ability of the enemy to maneuver freely.
With this in mind, we introduce the enemy's windows of opportunity, space/time windows for the enemy to maneuver unobserved. In a visual sense, these win- The area was successfully suppressed.
procedure calculate volume suppressed With this in mind, we dene width of opportunity (w´) and time of opportunity (t´) thresholds that establish these minimums. As such, in order for a grid to be successfully suppressed, a UAS need only pass overhead within w' grids and within t' time units of the previous suppression.
In the simplest case (e.g., when w´= 0), the pseudo-code for calculating volume suppressed (VS ) from volume unsuppressed (VUS ) is given on the previous page.
Controller Comparison
Armed with volume suppressed, we are now ready to compare the 9 controllers. Using a swarm of eight UAS (S = 8), we set t' = 25 time units and record their the performance for w' = 1 to 36. As seen in 
Future Work
As discussed in Section 2.3, while controlling a swarm of UASs via digital pheromones is currently being pursued by multiple agencies, the research to date has focused on detecting targets that are present and has not focused on area denial. Moreover, documented eorts have neither (1) incorporated intelligence estimates to guide the swarm nor have they (2) used probabilistic updating to inuence its behavior. Accordingly, it is natural for our future eorts to take us in these directions.
In the rst case, the development of several promising threat assessment methods (namely Riese's Threat Mapper and Huddleston and Browns' Multi-Level Models) make incorporating intelligence estimates relatively straight forward (Karalus & Riese, 2009; Huddleston & Brown, 2009) . For example, if we replace the constant decay parameter λ in p x ,y (t) = γ x,y e −λ(t−tx,y) with the non-homogeneous, decay parameter, λ px,y = λ(1 + ξ(f (threat x ,y )), where (a) ξ = 1 if the threat surface is active and 0 otherwise and (b) f (threat x,y ) ∈ [0, 1]; monotonically increasing, then we can add an appropriate threat premium to cells based on their underlying threat. In theory, this formulation will increase the rate of decay on higher threat cells, causing the UAS to visit them more frequently. This particular approach is attractive, not only due to its simplicity but also its generality, as the threat map can eectively be turned o via ξ. 3 While this proactive approach uses prior information to inuence swarm behavior, the UASs' actual observations provide additional, valuable information, and we should update our threat assessments based on what they observe. With this in mind, we can model the underlying threat probability itself as a random variable with a Beta(α, β) distribution. 4 As the Beta distribution is conjugate, if a UAS observes a threat in given cell, then the cell's updated, posterior threat probability distribution is Beta(α + 1, β), else it is Beta(α, β + 1). Exploiting this relationship, we can further modify p x ,y (t) = γ x,y e −λp x,y (t−tx,y)
as p x ,y (t) = γ x,y e −(w1λp x,y +w2λr x,y )(t−tx,y) where λ rx,y = λ(E(P(threat in (x, y)))) and w 1 + w 2 = 1.
Again, in theory, this will decay cells with higher threat probabilities at a faster rate, thereby focusing the swarm's attention on them (without ignoring the less threatening areas). Moreover, the incorporation of the weighting parameters w 1 and w 2 allows us to tune the model to be more proactive or reactive as required.
Conclusions
As mentioned in Section 2.2, the principal research 
Loiter controller invocation
Each UAV will have this hook registered to evaluate its loiter controller whenever it reaches the previously assigned destination.
runLoiterController randomSrc controller uav = do currentPos ← getCurrentPosition uav dest ← chooseNextCell randomSrc controller currentPos uav 'plotTrajectoryTo' dest
Depart
A UAV is leaving a cell. When this event fires, a new Arrive event is scheduled at the time the uav is expected to complete its current trajectory. 
UpdateMemoryMapCell
A uav is entering a cell. Which uav is irrelevant. The cell will be "touched" and nothing else happens. 
Scheduling updates to the memory map
Whenever a uav's trajectory changes, scheduleMemoryMapUpdates is invoked to schedule UpdateMemoryMapCell events for every cell that the specified trajectory will touch, as well as (optionally, controlled by the cleanup parameter) a cleanup hook to cancel pending updates if the trajectory changes prematurely.
scheduleMemoryMapUpdates cleanup aoi mmap uav = do trajectory ← getUavTrajectory uav let transitions = cellTransitionsOnTrajectory aoi trajectory spans = [(t0 , t1 , cell ) | (t0 , cell ) ← spanEnds | (t1 , ) ← drop 1 spanEnds ] spanEnds = maybeToList (timePos2Cell aoi (startT trajectory) (startPos trajectory)) + + transitions + + maybeToList (timePos2Cell aoi (endT trajectory) (endPos trajectory)) --schedule events and return (time, eventId) At present, only two types of neighborhood are implemented -the empty neighborhood and a very simple neighborhood defined by two radii. The first specifies one half the side length of a square. The second specifies a manhattan distance inside which will not be searched. In all experiments performed for MAJ Dabkowski's work, the values used were 1 and 0 respectively, giving a neighborhood consisting of the 8 cells adjacent to the aircraft's current cell.
data Neighborhood a where EmptyNeighborhood :: Neighborhood a SimpleNeighborhood :: (Num a, Enum a, Ord a, Show a) ⇒ a → a → Neighborhood (a, a) emptyNeighborhood :: Neighborhood a emptyNeighborhood = EmptyNeighborhood simpleNeighborhood :: (Num a, Enum a, Ord a, Show a) ⇒ a → a → Neighborhood (a, a) simpleNeighborhood r1 r2 | null (cellNeighborhood (SimpleNeighborhood r1 r2 ) (0, 0)) = EmptyNeighborhood | otherwise = SimpleNeighborhood r1 r2
Sampling Neighborhoods
The cellNeighborhood function converts the specification for a neighborhood into a function which actually lists the cells in the neighborhood of a specified cell. The CellNeighborhood type is a convenient alias for the type of such functions. 1 Cell-score-based controller support code
Both the SimpleNeighborhood and QuadrantAveraging controllers, and many others that might be implemented later, are based on a cell-scoring or -weighting model, where cells are nominated, scored or weighted, and selected based on the score or weight. Two models are implemented here for performing the actual selection for such a scheme. The runCellularChooser uses a cellular chooser to implement the selection part of a controller's task. It produces a list of candidates (which by construction of the positionNeighborhood function will not be empty) and chooses from among them according to the cellular chooser. Also by construction of positionNeighborhood , the cell chosen will be inside the AOI, so the final conversion back to a cell position will not fail. when (null candidates) (fail "runCellularChooser: no candidates!") winner ← chooseCellByScore chooser candidates score case positionOfCell aoi winner of Just dest → return dest Nothing → fail ("runCellularChooser: programming error, " + + "selected cell was not in the AOI.")
(Mostly-)Deterministic selection
The Deterministic chooser first selects the cell(s) with the highest score. In case of a tie, a uniformly-weighted random selection is made from the list of tied cells.
data Deterministic = Deterministic deriving (Eq, Show ) instance (Ord score, Distribution Uniform score)
⇒ CellularChooser Deterministic score where chooseCellByScore Deterministic candidates score = do let winners = maximaBy (comparing score) candidates randomElement winners
Roulette selection
The Roulette chooser selects from a list of cells using the cells' scores as relative weights in a discrete distribution. 
Random Walk
The RandomWalk controller is configured with a distance parameter specifying the maximum number of cells in either dimension it will travel each time it makes a decision. The distance it chooses to travel in each dimension is independent of the other. If the chosen destination is not inside the AOI, a random cell inside the AOI is chosen from among those nearest the current position of the UAV. 
